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Extensive database of all decoders
known to the author, with the full data
of all ECU’s and all imo boxes used in
the world (by kind permission of the

author of decoder, R. Paulden).
Database is completely up to date

and the official name of imo boxes, a
with the same frequency of ECU in an

ECU. You can add or delete the
database of your ECU without
compromising with the current

software. Database created by the
author in office of, Cologne/Berlin,

Germany, for all the IMMO devices so
far known to the author. The Official
name of Immo boxes is not included
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as they use the same frequency that
the ECU used. Moreover, the official

names are not provided by the
supplier as long as there is no need to
have a name. RCS Immo Pro from RCS

is original Immobilizer decoder for
ECU’s with the Immobilizer code

retrieved from previous using the RCG
software. RCS Immo Pro bypasses the
Immobilizer system of vehicles that
have no original Immobilizer by the

use of U.K. ECU’s. Currently Immo Pro
supports vehicles from many different
years such as 2011 to 2013. M1 (US)
are compatible. Immo Pro includes a
powerful ECU repair software which
will re-program the ECU with new

Immobilizer code. All the Immobilizer
code names are stored in a easy to
use database for your use and have
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extensive options which will make the
Immobilizer working as it should. Just
load the file using Uppa USB and the
Immobilizer will be repaired without
having to touch the engine. Extreme

decoder for ECU’s with the
Immobilizer code. Decoder has no

options for code name retrieval but
works perfectly. All code names are

stored in a easy to use database
which can be backed up and

downloaded online using
PC/tablet/smartphone. User can also
download and backup this database

on a CD. Extreme decoder has limited
use, but is most recommended for

advanced car users. The author does
not provide any support for remote

code name retrieval and
programming. The author
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recommends use of RCG to retrieve
and program the Immobilizer code of

the vehicle. 5ec8ef588b
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